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Biomechanical Analysis of the Effect of the
Finger Extensor Mechanism on Hand

Grasping Performance
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Abstract— Quantifying the effect of routing and topol-
ogy of the inter-connected finger extensor mechanism on
hand grasping performances is a long-standing research
problem for the better clinical diagnosis, surgical planning
and biomimetic hand development. However, it is techni-
cally demanding to measure the hand performance para-
meters such as the contact forces and contact area during
hand manipulation. It is also difficult to replicate human
hand performance through the physical hand model due
to its sophisticated musculotendinous structure. In this
study, an experimental validated subject-specific finite ele-
ment (FE) human hand model was used for the first time
to quantify the influence of different tendon topologies and
material properties on hand grasping quality. It is found that
the grasping quality is reduced by 15.94% and 8.54% if there
are no extensor hood and lateral band respectively, and the
former plays a more important role in transmitting forces
and maintaining grasping qualities than the latter. Excluding
extensor hood in the topology causes more reductions in
hand contact pressure and contact area than omitting lateral
band. 7.5% of the grasping quality is lost due to a softened
tendon with half of its original Young’s Modulus. Hardened
extensor tendon does increase the grasping quality, but the
enhancing effect tends to level off once the tendon Young’s
Modulus is increased by more than 50%. These results
prove that the lateral band and extensor hood are critical
components for maintaining grasping quality. The dexterity
and grasping quality of robotic and prosthetic hands could
be improved by integrating these two components. There
is also no need to use very stiff tendon material as it won’t
help to effectively enhance the grasping quality.

Index Terms— Extensor mechanism, finite element,
human hand model, grasping quality, finger dexterity.

I. INTRODUCTION

DURING daily human activities, the dexterity of fingers
and the grasping performance are maintained by the fore-

arm and intrinsic muscles through the musculotendon network
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and the constraint forces provided by the joint capsules, liga-
ments and joint articular surfaces [1], [2]. The dorsal muscle
groups located at the human forearm are related with the
extension of metacarpophalangeal (MCP) and interphalangeal
joints. The extensor digitorum (ED) together with the extensor
pollicis longus (EPL) muscle are regarded as the main dorsal
forearm muscles for maintaining the grasping capacity. The
inter-connected and retinacular ED tendon spanning over the
2nd to 5th digits is recognized as the extensor mechanism
or dorsal aponeurosis. This web-like tendon originates from
the controlling muscles of the hand and inserts into the
phalanges. The muscles associated with hand kinematics are
coordinated by a set of retinacular structures of the extensor
mechanism to achieve the high dexterity and grasping quality
of human hand [3], [4]. The biomechanical functions of these
unique features including the lateral band and extensor hood
wrapping around the proximal phalangeal joints have attracted
attentions from researchers and are regarded as the key struc-
tures affecting the hand performance [5]–[7]. The analysis
on biomechanics of extensor mechanism and its contributions
to grasping capacities may not only help to understand the
etiology of hand diseases, surgical planning, but also the
design of robotic and prosthetic hand.

Over the past decades, numerous anatomical and biome-
chanical studies have been carried out to explicitly describe
the force transmission mechanism of the human finger muscu-
lotendinous system [5], [8]–[11]. However, the muscle force
transmission mechanism along this inter-connected extensor
network and its effect on human hand grasping performance
still remain primitive [3], [4]. The numerical models developed
so far were based on conventional equilibrium method with-
out actual tendon topology or adopted the simplified tendon
network [9], [10], [12]. The complex temporal and spatial
coordination patterns of the multiple musculotendon units
were quantified through these numerical and physical muscle-
skeleton models. The lateral band of the dorsal aponeurosis
was found to be the assister with the interosseous muscles
for lateral motion of the MCP joints [4]. It is well known
that the material properties and thickness of the extensor
mechanism are non-homogenous and the mechanical prop-
erties such as the ultimate load, ultimate strain and tangent
modulus are significantly varied [5], [13]. However, these
heterogeneity of the dorsal aponeurosis were not considered
in most of the muscle-skeleton models [5], [14]. As a result,
the actual biomechanics and dynamics of the system cannot be
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obtained. According to the published studies on biomechanics
of extensor mechanism and its effect on grasping perfor-
mance [5], [9], [11], [12], [15], little is known about the influ-
ences of the non-homogenous extensor material and geometry
in the musculotendinous force transmission mechanism. There
is a strong need to use a realistic numerical human hand model
to simulate hand grasping and gain a deeper understanding
of the biomechanical effects of the inter-connected extensor
mechanism on hand performance.

How the inter-connected hand structure affects the con-
tact forces and dexterity of the fingers is a long-standing
research problem which is critical to prosthetic or robotic
hand design [3]. Some physical models were developed to
closely mimic the anatomy of human hand and study the
musculotendinous force transmission and the resulted grasping
capabilities [3], [4]. Inouye and Valero-Cuevas [3] improved
the grasping quality of a robotic hand through optimizing
the phalangeal joint rotation center and routing of extensor
lines [3]. Since the biological features and topology of exten-
sor mechanism were not considered in [3], whether these
inter-connected soft tissues could enhance the dexterity and
grasping quality of robotic and human hand still remains
unclear. It is also difficult to use tactile sensors to measure
the contact force and contact area. Restoring human hand like
performance on physical model is also challenging due to the
sophisticated biological musculotendinous system of hand and
forearm. So far, little is known about the relationship between
the finger extensor mechanism topology and its effects on
hand grasping performance while these are critical to the
hand surgical planning and the development of the robotic
or prosthetic hand [3], [4], [16], [17].

In this research, a validated subject-specific muscle-driven
FE human hand model [18] was modified and employed to
simulate the realistic soft contact mechanism, and assess the
contact force and contact area during hand grasping. The finger
extensor mechanism was reconstructed from the MRI data.
It was hypothesized that the topological features including
extensor hood and lateral band of the extensor mechanism
have a significant influence in the grasping quality of human
hand. Therefore, the grasping quality of the FE human hand
with intact 3D structure of passive extensor mechanism was
quantified and compared with the FE hand without the features
of lateral band or extensor hood to present their effects on
hand performance and contact biomechanics. The grasping
quality was measured based on the grasping matrix, contact
geometric relations and the limitations of the finger forces for
three different grasping.

II. METHODS

A. FE Modelling of the Human Hand
and Extensor Mechanism

The muscle-driven FE hand model shown in Fig. 1 was
employed to evaluate the grasping performance of hand with
different topologies for the extensor mechanism. This FE
human hand model can simulate soft contact and predict
realistic contact data during hand grasping. It was originally
developed in our previous research [18] and was constructed
based on the CT and MR images taken from a 24-year-old

male subject, including the intact bone skeleton, subcutaneous
tissue and the dermis, epidermis. These anatomical structures
were all modelled by solid elements except the ligaments
which were simulated using the non-linear spring elements.
The material properties of the skin and subcutaneous
tissues were defined to be hyper-elastic while linear elastic
properties were assigned onto the bone skeleton. In-vivo
grasping tests were carried out on the same human subject and
the electromyography signal of muscles and hand kinematics
were captured by using Delsys Trigno (Delsys Inc., Boston,
US) and Vicon Systems (Vicon Motion Systems Ltd, Oxford,
UK) respectively. The loading and boundary conditions of the
FE hand model were defined based on the computed muscle
forces and captured hand kinematics. The FE hand model
was validated against the in-vivo experimental results from
three different grasping activities (see Fig.2). More details
can be found in [18].

Research has shown that the lateral band and hood structure
of the extensor mechanisms are two key components that
affect the grasping qualities and finger versatility [4], [19].
Originally, the lateral band and hood structure were modelled
by one dimensional wire element in the FE hand model in [18].
This was now modified to restore the biological features
of the extensor mechanism in this study. The 3D structures
of the extensor mechanism from the distal insertion points at
the phalanges to the origin of the extrinsic/intrinsic muscles
were generated based on the MR images under the instructions
of [20]. The MRI images were taken by using the Ingenia 3.0T
(Philips, Best, The Netherlands) with an in-plane resolution
of 5μ m, and the slice thickness was 0.3mm. Four extensor
mechanisms with different topologies: the intact extensor (IE),
the extensor without hood structure (WL), the extensor without
lateral band (WH) and the extensor without both hood and
band structure (WHL), were modelled (see Fig.2). The whole
FE human model consists of 745421 tetrahedral elements
(C3D4H) and among them, 144575 elements were used to
model the intact extensor mechanism. The extensor mecha-
nisms under different grasping are shown in Fig.3. According
to the findings in [16], the material property of the extensor
mechanism varies significantly from proximal MCP to distal
insertion points, but insignificantly between different fingers.
Therefore, the extensor apparatus was divided into seven
regions along the central axis from MCP to distal insertion
points for the material assignments with different Young’s
Modulus [21] (see Fig. S1 and Table S1 in the Supplementary
Material).

The distal insertion points of the extensor mechanism were
bonded to the distal or middle phalanges using ‘tie’ constraint
and the proximal cross-sectional area of the extensor tendon
was fixed (see Fig. S2). The ‘surface to surface’ contact
was assigned between the dorsal surface of the bone and
the extensor mechanism. Some researchers quantified the
friction coefficient between soft tissue and bone or other hard
engineering material to study the tribological mechanisms in
biological systems [22]–[26]. Most of the measured frictional
coefficient ranges from 0.3 to 0.5. Therefore, the average
friction coefficient of 0.4 was used in the present FE hand
model. The kinematics and muscle forces were assigned
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Fig. 1. The FE human hand model. a. The subject-specific FE human hand model under grasping posture. The FE hand has 27 degrees of freedom
as a real human hand. b. The intact bone skeleton of the FE human hand including phalanges, metacarpal and carpal bones. c. The four-layered
structure of the FE hand including bone skeleton, subcutaneous tissues, dermis and epidermis. The mesh density has been optimized.

based on the experimental measurement from our previous
study [18]. Three main extrinsic and six intrinsic muscles
associated with hand grasping were selected for measuring
the muscle forces according to hand anatomy and the litera-
ture [27], [28]. The intrinsic muscle forces including abduc-
tor pollicis brevis, dorsal interosseous, flexor pollicis brevis
and adductor pollicis were considered during hand grasping
(See Fig. S3 and Table S2 in the supplementary material
for their positions and magnitudes). The dorsal interosseous
muscles forces were applied directly onto the extension hood
in this study. The other extrinsic muscle forces were applied
onto the corresponding insertion points on the bones of the
skeleton. The forearm extensor muscles connecting with the
extensor mechanism were not activate during the in-vivo
grasping experiment. Therefore, the extensor mechanism was
regarded as a passive structure and its effect on grasping
performance is the primary focus of this study. The muscle
forces were estimated based on the electromyography (EMG)
signals which were captured by Delsys wireless EMG system
(Delsys Inc., Boston, US) during the in-vivo grasping test.
The subject was asked to sit before a table and the wrist
was fixed to perform the isometric grasping. Before the
grasping test, maximum voluntary contraction (MVC) tests
were carried out for each individual muscle using Jamar
dynamometer. The recorded EMG data was band-pass filtered

(20–400 Hz) with a Butterworth filter and then rectified. The
muscle forces were then computed based on the maximum
voluntary contraction forces. It was assumed that a linear
relationship between the EMG signal and muscle force for
isometric muscle contracting. A similar method has been used
by other researchers to calculate muscle forces under isometric
contract [29]–[31].

B. Calculating Hand Grasping Quality
Cylinder, spherical grasping and precision gripping were

simulated and assessed to study the effects of the extensor
mechanism topology on the human hand grasping quali-
ties. The FE simulation of gripping was conducted in the
commercial software ABAQUS (Dassault Systèmes Simulia
Corp.). Once the simulation was completed, the contact output
parameters such as the contact pressure, contact area, contact
normal and shear forces (see Fig. 4) were extracted as the
database for the derivation of the grasping quality.

The three components of the contact force, Fx , Fy and Fz ,
on the contact surface of the grasped object were extracted
directly from ABAQUS. So were the three components of the
contact moment, Mx , My and Mz , about the three coordi-
nate axes on the surface of the grasped object. The exter-
nal wrench w on the grasped object was then obtained as
w = [Fx Fy Fz Mx My Mz ]T which is in dimension of 6 for
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Fig. 2. The four different tendon topologies. (a). The FE human hand baseline model with intact extensor mechanism (IE). (b). The extensor
mechanism without hood structure (WH). (c). The extensor mechanism without lateral band (WL). (d). The extensor mechanism without hood
structure and lateral band (WHL). (e). The hand skeleton with intact extensor mechanism from palmar view. (f). Simulation of the spherical, cylindrical
grasping and precision gripping with FE human hand model.

spatial analysis. Similarly, the three contact force components,
fxi , fyi and fzi , on the surface of the i-th finger, and
the moment mzi around axis z were extracted directly from
ABAQUS. The palm involved in power gasping was regarded
as the ‘sixth finger’ in this research. The internal wrench fc

formed by all fingertips and palm involved in the gripping was
obtained as f c = [ fx1 fy1 fz1 mz1 . . . fxn fyn fzn mzn]T .
n = 3 for the precision gripping in this research, since three
fingers were involved. n = 6 for the cylinder and spherical
grasping. The internal wrench fc is related to the external
wrench w by the grasping matrix G as follows [32]:

−w = Gf c (1)

Since w and f c were already obtained from FE simulation,
G was determined from the above equation. Three different
groups of criteria were applied to evaluate the grasping qual-
ity [32]-[34]. The first one used the measure of the algebraic
properties of grasping matrix G which does not consider
forces of the contact points. The second one used the measure
based on the geometric relations of grasp which provides the
robustness to the grasp. The last grasping quality index is to
consider the limitations of the magnitudes of the finger forces.
Various grasp quality measures proposed in the literature can
be found in the review by Roa and Suárez [32] and the
evaluation indices employed in this study are summarized as
follows.

1) Measures Based on Algebraic Properties of G:
a) Minimum singular value of G: The full-rank grasp matrix

G has 6 singular values determined by the positive square roots
of eigenvalues of GGT . The grasp will lose its capability for

balancing the wrench at least in one direction and the grasp
falls into a singular configuration if one of the singular values
turns to zero. Therefore, the smallest singular value of G,
σmin(G), indicates how far the grasp configurations is from the
singular configuration. It is used as one of the grasp quality
measure indices [32]:

QM SV = σmin(G) (2)

A larger value of σmin(G) means a more stable grasp [32].
b) Volume of the ellipsoid in the wrench space: The grasp

matrix G can be represented as the mapping from a sphere of
unitary radius in the force domain of the contact points into
an ellipsoid of the wrench space. The global contribution of
all the contact forces can be represented using the volume of
this ellipsoid as a quality measure as [32]

QV EW =
√

det(GGT ) (3)

QV EW should be maximized to obtain the optimum grasp [32].
c) Grasp isotropy index: The grasp isotropy index is defined

as [32]

QG H = σmin (G)

σmax(G)
(4)

σmin(G) and σmax (G) are the minimum and maximum singu-
lar values of G. When index QG H is approaching to 1, the
grasp turns to be isotropic and uniformly distributed contact
forces to the total wrench applied on the object is achieved.
QG H falls to zero when the grasp is close to a singular
configuration.
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Fig. 3. The extensor tendon with different topologies under cylinder, spherical grasping and precision gripping. The FE human hand model with
the intact extensor mechanism (IE), the extensor mechanism without lateral band (WL), the extensor mechanism without hood structure (WH), the
extensor mechanism without hood structure and lateral band (WHL) are presented in columns from left to the right. The cylindrical, spherical grasping
and precision gripping are shown in rows from top to bottom.

2) Measures Based on Geometric Relations:
a) Area of the grasp polygon: For the hard contact of

a 3-fingered robotic hand, a larger triangle formed by the
contact points on the object produces a more robust grasp
since the grasp can resist larger external wrench with bigger
contact polyhedron under the same contact forces. Therefore,
the area of the grasp triangle is also applied for grasping
quality measure. A larger value of this index contributes to
a better grasp [32]. In the present study, the grasp polygon
was regarded as the hand contact area to meet the soft contact
condition of human hand. The actual contact area of the FE
human hand was extracted from ABAQUS for this index QG H .

b) Distance between the centroid of the contact polygon and
the object’s center of mass: The influences of inertial and
gravitational forces of grasp are positively proportional to
the distance between the object’s center of mass and the
centroid of contact polyhedron. Therefore, a shorter distance
contributes to a better grasp [32]. The distance between the
center of the contact area and the center of mass of the grasped
object is used for grasping quality measure QDCC which is
extracted from the output of the FE simulation.

3) Measures Based on Limitation of Finger Forces:
a) Largest-minimum resisted wrench: The aforementioned

two types of quality measures are related with geometric
locations of the contact points which do not integrate the finger
forces. Considering the force constraints, the magnitude of
the perturbation wrench that the grasp can reach under the
maximum voluntary contraction forces (MVC) of muscles is

used as one of the grasping quality indices [32].

QL RW = �w� (5)

A larger value of QL RW means a more stable grasp [32].
b) Normal components of the forces: The sum of the normal

components of the forces applied onto the grasped object
represents the force efficiency of the grasp. Therefore, the
inverse of the sum of the normal components of the forces
is defined as

QM N F = min
1∑n

i=1 f n
i

(6)

The normal contact forces of all the fingers in contact were
used to compute the above quality index. QM N F should be
minimized to optimized the grasp [32].

III. RESULTS

The FE hand model with intact extensor mechanism was
validated against the in-vivo grasping experimental data. The
predicted and measured hand contact areas on each finger
are shown in Fig.5. There is a good agreement between
them. The relative difference between the FE predicted and
experiment measured contact area and contact pressure are
given in Table I and II. Most of the results are below 10%
which is acceptable.

Fig.6 (a) presents the grasping quality changes of the FE
human hand with three different extensor tendon topologies
compared to the baseline model with the intact extensor tendon
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Fig. 4. The contact pressure and contact area output of the three
grasping simulations using the FE hand models of four different tendon
topologies. The ‘grey zones’ surrounded by blue zone indicate the conatct
area. The magnitute of conatct pressure is illustaretd by the scale bar on
the left with the unit of MPa.

TABLE I
RELATIVE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MEASURED

AND PREDICTED CONTACT AREA

TABLE II
RELATIVE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MEASURED

AND PREDICTED CONTACT PRESSURE

in three grasping postures. These results are the averages of
the individual quality measures of the three groups (algebraic
properties of grasping matrix, geometric relations, limitations
of the finger forces) respectively. The results of the individual
quality indices can be found in the supplementary material.
As expected, the hand model without hood structure and
lateral band (WHL) exhibits the largest loss of grasping

Fig. 5. Comparison of contact area between experimental measurement
and FE prediction. The grey zone represents the predicted hand contact
area (first row) while the yellow zone represents the measure hand
contact area (second row).

qualities among the three different extensor mechanisms for
all the three grasping. The grasping quality is reduced by
more than 15% in terms of algebraic properties and up to
21.4% for precision gripping. More grasping quality is lost in
the precision gripping than in the power grasping when the
hand has no hood structure (WH) or has no hood structure
and lateral band (WHL). In all cases, the grasping index of
algebraic properties of G is more sensitive to the anatomical
variations of extensor mechanism than the other two indices
are. The effect of Young’s Modulus (E) of the extensor
mechanism on the grasping quality is shown in Fig.6 (b).
The Young’s Modulus E of the extensor tendon in all regions
were adjusted by −50% to +200% of their baseline values.
The grasping quality is increased by hardening the extensor
mechanisms as indicated by all the quality evaluation indices.
The quality increase tends to level off after E is increased
by more than +50%. Once again, the index of algebraic
properties of G is the most sensitive index to the material
variations, gaining approximately 20% increase in precision
gripping while the other indices achieve about more than 10%
increment, except the geometric relations in spherical grasping
with 7.1% increase.

The simulation results of the grasping activities suggest that
the variations of grasping quality could be initiated by the
contact parameters including contact area or contact forces.
The variations of contact forces, contact pressure and contact
area are displayed in Fig.7 for different tendon topologies, the
magnitudes were extracted and integrated over the whole hand
contact area during different grasping. Most of the contact
parameters are decreased by more than 20% by excluding the
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Fig. 6. The effects of simplified tendon topologies and material properties on the grasping qualities of the FE human hand under cylinder, spherical
grasping and precision gripping. (a). The FE hand models with the extensor mechanism of IE, WL, WH, WHL were studied. The grasping qualities
were compared with their counterpart from the base line model (IE) with intact extensor tendon and the difference was shown in percentage. Three
grasping quality indices: algebraic properties of grasping matrix, geometric relations and finger force limitations were quantified separately. (b). The
grasping qualities of the FE human hand with different Young’s Modulus for extensor mechanisms. The Young’s Modulus of the extensor tendon was
adjusted from −50% to +200% and the resulted variations on grasping quality were derived and compared with the baseline model.

lateral band and the extensor hood in the hand model. Most of
the contact parameters are reduced by more than 15% when
the hand loses its extensor hood. Losing lateral band causes
only less than 10% reduction in the contact parameters.

IV. DISCUSSION

The extensor mechanism of human hand is an anatom-
ically sophisticated inter-connected and retinacular structure
with non-homogeneous, viscoelastic material properties [20],
[21], [35]. Understanding the mechanical behavior of finger
extensor mechanism and its effects on grasping and dexterity
are critical to hand surgical planning, robotic and prosthetic
hand development [1], [16], [17], [36], [37]. The anatomical
topology and mechanical properties of the extensor tendon has
been studied for a long time [4]–[6], [10], [38]. Although it
was found that they are critical components, their effects on
grasping quality and finger dexterity have not been quantified
properly using the physical hand models. This is due to the
difficulties on restoring the musculotendinous system, soft
contact of human hand through the physical model and the
demanding measurements on contact forces and area [3].

To overcome these difficulties, we employed a validated
muscle-driven subject-specific FE human hand model to sim-
ulate hand grasp activities in this study. Hence, all the contact
parameters are estimated reasonably well and subsequently
the grasping qualities under different tendon topologies are
reliably assessed.

The grasping qualities of human hand during power grasp-
ing and precision gripping were correlated with the retinacular
structures of extensor mechanism. The lateral band and exten-
sor hood both help to transmit forces and maintain grasping
qualities. If extensor hood is missing in the extensor mecha-
nism, the normal and shear contact forces at the fingertips will
be reduced by 16.35% and 17.22% respectively as shown in
Fig. 7. Missing lateral band reduces the contact force and area
by 9.50% and 9.96% respectively. The lateral band plays less
important role than extensor hood in the extensor mechanism.
This is consistent with the finding in the hand model with
intact extensor mechanism that the lateral band experiences
less tension than the extensor hood. Due to the decrease of
the finger contact forces and contact area (See Fig.7), the
wrench space becomes distorted, and this affects the algebraic
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Fig. 7. The effect of tendon topologies on the contact pressure, contact
area and contact forces on the FE human hand. The normal and shear
contact forces were extracted over the whole contact area. The FE hand
models with the extensor mechanism of IE, WH, WL, WHL were studied
under cylinder, spherical grasping and precision gripping. The contact
results or parameters were compared with the base line model (IE) with
intact extensor tendon.

properties of grasp matrix. The results in Fig.6 (a) show that
missing lateral band and extensor hood can reduce the grasping
quality by as high as 8.54% and 15.94%, respectively. Once
again, the lateral band shows less effect than the extensor
hood. The shrinking of the contact area due to the lack of
the retinacular tissues causes the drifting of the centroid of
the contact polygon and then affects the geometric-relations-
based grasping quality index. However, very little reduction
(less than 5%) in this type of quality measures is found during
spherical grasping. This may be due to the fact that the position
of the centroid of contact polygon is only affected very slightly
by the shrinking of the contact area, so is the distance between
the mass centre of the object and centroid of contact polygon.

The finger-force-limitations based grasping quality index is
significantly affected by the absence of the extensor hood
and lateral band as shown in Fig.6 (a). The reason is obvi-
ous that the extensor hood and lateral band connect with
the lumbrical and interossei muscles which are critical for
coordinating musculoskeletal system to generate appropriate
finger forces [19], [39]. Among the three groups of grasping
quality measures, the algebraic properties of G tend to be the
most sensitive index to the modifications of extensor topology.
It may be more effective to use the algebraic properties to

quantify grasping quality. Larger reductions in the grasping
quality index are observed in precision gripping than in the
power grasping. Improving and achieving human hand like
dexterity and precision control capacity on robotic and pros-
thetic hand is a persistent problem to researchers [40]–[43].
The presented results prove that integrating the extensor
mechanism into the robotic and prosthetic hand may help
to improve the dexterity and grasping quality since these
retinacular tissues connected with intrinsic muscles help to
provide constraints, maintain normal kinematics and transmit
musculotendon forces to the fingers.

The material property and thickness of the finger extensor
mechanism are non-homogeneous according to the anatomi-
cal studies. Some in-vitro experiments have been conducted
to measure the material properties of the extensor mecha-
nism [13], [21]. The effect of this non-homogenous mater-
ial assignment was quantified and analyzed through our FE
human hand model in this research. The Young’s Modulus
in different regions of the extensor mechanism were changed
from −50% to +200% from their baseline values and the
resulted grasping qualities were evaluated. If the tendon is
softened by halving its Young’s Modulus, 7.5% of the hand
grasping quality will be lost. Increasing Young’s Modulus by
50% enhances the grasping quality by 15.5%. The hardened
extensor tendon may produce a larger mechanical impedance
of the fingers and the contact forces, leading to better algebraic
properties of the grasp matrix and larger shape of contact
polygon. However, the quality improvement does not continue
all the time as the tendon gets hardened and hardened. It tends
to level off after the Young’s Modulus of the tendon is
increased by more than 50% of its original value, achieving
a 21.63% improvement. Therefore, there is no need to use
very stiff material in the artificial extensor mechanism of the
biomimetic or prosthetic hand as it might not be able to
enhance the hand performance effectively.

As for the limitations of this study, first, the biomechanics
of hand grasping is sophisticated, there are other factors
such as the finger joint rotation axis [3] and the friction
between extensor tendon [4] and bone skeleton that can also
affect the hand grasping performance. Moreover, the extensor
mechanism was regarded as a passive structure during the
three grasping simulations. Further investigations are required
to consider a wider range of hand manipulating or postures
with an activated extensor mechanism. Finally, viscoelastic
or anisotropic material properties could be used for extensor
tendon to achieve more accurate tensile behavior.

V. CONCLUSION

To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to employ
a muscle-driven FE human hand model to investigate hand
grasping performance and quantify the effect of the inter-
connected retinacular tissues on finger versatility and manip-
ulation capability. This study has confirmed that the lateral
band and extensor hood are the key components of the extensor
mechanism contributing to the grasping quality. It is found that
soft structures that are similar to the extensor hood and lateral
band in the human hand should be integrated into the robotic or
prosthetic hand to enhance its dexterity and grasping capacity.
Whereas there is no need to use very stiff tendon material for
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the extensor mechanism as it does not help effectively enhance
the grasping quality. The algebraic property of grasping matrix
might be the most effective index for evaluating grasp quality.
The muscle-driven FE human model can predict detailed and
reliable contact parameters during hand grasping. Combined
with the grasping performance evaluating criteria, this model
can be employed to provide quantified view into the biome-
chanical functions of the different components of the hand.
It is a trustworthy numerical model that provides inspirations
for developing robotic and prosthetic hand.
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